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4.1.1. Mozart composed during which musical era?

 

Mozart composed during which musical era?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Renaissance

Classical

Romantic

20th century

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Mozart composed during which musical era?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-mozart-composed-during-which-musical-era?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-mozart-composed-during-which-musical-era?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-mozart-composed-during-which-musical-era?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-mozart-composed-during-which-musical-era?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-mozart-composed-during-which-musical-era?pdf=1505
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4.1.2. Mozarts compositions included:

 

Mozarts compositions included:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Many operas(Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni, etc)

At least 41 symphonies

Approximately 23 piano conerti

Vocal and instrumental chamber music

All of the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Mozarts compositions included:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-mozarts-compositions-included?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-mozarts-compositions-included?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-mozarts-compositions-included?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-mozarts-compositions-included?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-mozarts-compositions-included?pdf=1505
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4.1.3. What is the form of the first movement of the oboe concerto perform...

 

What is the form of the first movement of the oboe concerto performed day 1?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

concerto allegro (exposition, development, recapitulation)

ABA

Theme and variations

Rondo

None of the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford What is the form of the first movement of the oboe concerto performed day 1?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-is-the-form-of-the-first-movement-of-the-oboe-concerto-performed-
day-1?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-is-the-form-of-the-first-movement-of-the-oboe-concerto-performed-
day-1?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-what-is-the-form-of-the-first-movement-of-the-oboe-concerto-performed-day-1?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-is-the-form-of-the-first-movement-of-the-oboe-concerto-performed-day-1?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-is-the-form-of-the-first-movement-of-the-oboe-concerto-performed-day-1?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-is-the-form-of-the-first-movement-of-the-oboe-concerto-performed-day-1?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-is-the-form-of-the-first-movement-of-the-oboe-concerto-performed-day-1?pdf=1505
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4.1.4. What is rondo form?

 

What is rondo form?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Expositon-development-recapitulation

a recurring theme is presented with several contrasting sections between statements

a theme is presented and then a series of variations follow

none of the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford What is rondo form?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-is-rondo-form?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-is-rondo-form?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-what-is-rondo-form?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-is-rondo-form?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-is-rondo-form?pdf=1505
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4.1.5. The oboe is a double reed, woodwind instrument.

 

The oboe is a double reed, woodwind instrument.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

true

false

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford The oboe is a double reed, woodwind instrument.

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-oboe-is-a-double-reed-woodwind-instrument?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-the-oboe-is-a-double-reed-woodwind-instrument?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-the-oboe-is-a-double-reed-woodwind-instrument?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-oboe-is-a-double-reed-woodwind-instrument?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-the-oboe-is-a-double-reed-woodwind-instrument?pdf=1505
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4.1.6. Which composer is often paired with Mozart, is considered one of th...

 

Which composer is often paired with Mozart, is considered one of the greatest composers of the classical era?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Haydn

Schubert

Dvorak

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Which composer is often paired with Mozart, is considered one of the greatest composer

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-often-paired-with-mozart-is-considered-one-of-the-
greatest-composer?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-often-paired-with-mozart-is-considered-one-of-the-
greatest-composer?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-often-paired-with-mozart-is-considered-one-of-the-greatest-composer?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-often-paired-with-mozart-is-considered-one-of-the-greatest-composer?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-often-paired-with-mozart-is-considered-one-of-the-greatest-composer?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-often-paired-with-mozart-is-considered-one-of-the-greatest-composer?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-often-paired-with-mozart-is-considered-one-of-the-greatest-composer?pdf=1505
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4.1.7. The standard string quartet has what instrumentation

 

The standard string quartet has what instrumentation

 
Please choose only one answer: 

4 violins

1 violin 2 viola 1 cello

2 violins viola cello

1 violin 1 viola 2 cellos

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford The standard string quartet has what instrumentation

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-standard-string-quartet-has-what-instrumentation?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-the-standard-string-quartet-has-what-instrumentation?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-the-standard-string-quartet-has-what-instrumentation?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-standard-string-quartet-has-what-instrumentation?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-the-standard-string-quartet-has-what-instrumentation?pdf=1505
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4.1.8. Austrian composer whose short life included an incredible amount of...

 

Austrian composer whose short life included an incredible amount of music (art songs, symphonies, string

quartets, etc) and who composed during the early romantic era was:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Haydn

Schubert

Dvorak

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Austrian composer whose short life included an incredible amount of music (art songs,

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-whose-short-life-included-an-incredible-amount-of-
music-art-songs?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-whose-short-life-included-an-incredible-amount-of-
music-art-songs?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-whose-short-life-included-an-incredible-amount-of-music-art-songs?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-whose-short-life-included-an-incredible-amount-of-music-art-songs?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-whose-short-life-included-an-incredible-amount-of-music-art-songs?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-whose-short-life-included-an-incredible-amount-of-music-art-songs?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-whose-short-life-included-an-incredible-amount-of-music-art-songs?pdf=1505
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4.1.9. Which composer is Czech?

 

Which composer is Czech?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Haydn

Schubert

Dvorak

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Which composer is Czech?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-czech?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-czech?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-czech?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-czech?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-czech?pdf=1505
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4.1.10. Mozart concert aria was orginally written for:

 

Mozart concert aria was orginally written for:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

French bass

English soprano

Mozarts niece

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Mozart concert aria was orginally written for:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-mozart-concert-aria-was-orginally-written-for?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-mozart-concert-aria-was-orginally-written-for?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-mozart-concert-aria-was-orginally-written-for?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-mozart-concert-aria-was-orginally-written-for?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-mozart-concert-aria-was-orginally-written-for?pdf=1505
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4.1.11. Ch'io mi scordi di te is:

 

Ch'io mi scordi di te is:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

melodramatic

expressionless

stylized

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Ch'io mi scordi di te is:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-ch-io-mi-scordi-di-te-is?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-ch-io-mi-scordi-di-te-is?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-ch-io-mi-scordi-di-te-is?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-ch-io-mi-scordi-di-te-is?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-ch-io-mi-scordi-di-te-is?pdf=1505
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4.1.12. Translation of Cantata 199 is:My heart swims in...

 

Translation of Cantata 199 is:My heart swims in...

 
Please choose only one answer: 

blood

lymph

formaldehyde

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Translation of Cantata 199 is:My heart swims in...

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-translation-of-cantata-199-is-my-heart-swims-in?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-translation-of-cantata-199-is-my-heart-swims-in?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-translation-of-cantata-199-is-my-heart-swims-in?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-translation-of-cantata-199-is-my-heart-swims-in?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-translation-of-cantata-199-is-my-heart-swims-in?pdf=1505
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4.1.13. Bach's favorite poet was:

 

Bach's favorite poet was:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

William Yeats

Georg Lehms

Charles Baudelaire

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Bach's favorite poet was:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-bach-s-favorite-poet-was?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-bach-s-favorite-poet-was?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-bach-s-favorite-poet-was?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-bach-s-favorite-poet-was?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-bach-s-favorite-poet-was?pdf=1505
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4.1.14. Faure's Nell is

 

Faure's Nell is

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Scottish poet

reworked form a song by Robert Burns

a character in a novel by Charles Dickens

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Faure's Nell is

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-faure-s-nell-is?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-faure-s-nell-is?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-faure-s-nell-is?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-faure-s-nell-is?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-faure-s-nell-is?pdf=1505
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4.1.15. which composer(s) was during the classical era

 

which composer(s) was during the classical era

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mozart

Haydn

Schubert

Mozart and Haydn

All of the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford which composer(s) was during the classical era

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-s-was-during-the-classical-era?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-s-was-during-the-classical-era?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-which-composer-s-was-during-the-classical-era?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-s-was-during-the-classical-era?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-s-was-during-the-classical-era?pdf=1505
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4.1.16. What do Mozart Haydn and Schubert have in common?

 

What do Mozart Haydn and Schubert have in common?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Austrian

Composed sympohononies choral music and chamber music

wrote string quartetes and are considered among the greatest in their repertoire

all of the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford What do Mozart Haydn and Schubert have in common?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-do-mozart-haydn-and-schubert-have-in-common?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-do-mozart-haydn-and-schubert-have-in-common?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-what-do-mozart-haydn-and-schubert-have-in-common?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-do-mozart-haydn-and-schubert-have-in-common?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-do-mozart-haydn-and-schubert-have-in-common?pdf=1505
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4.1.17. Who is considereed the "father of the string quartet?"

 

Who is considereed the "father of the string quartet?"

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mozart

Haydn

Schubert

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Who is considereed the "father of the string quartet?"

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-who-is-considereed-the-quot-father-of-the-string-quartet-quot?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-who-is-considereed-the-quot-father-of-the-string-quartet-quot?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-who-is-considereed-the-quot-father-of-the-string-quartet-quot?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-who-is-considereed-the-quot-father-of-the-string-quartet-quot?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-who-is-considereed-the-quot-father-of-the-string-quartet-quot?pdf=1505
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4.1.18. Which composer is associated with operas such as Magic Flute, Marri...

 

Which composer is associated with operas such as Magic Flute, Marriage of Figaro, and Don Giovanni

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mozart

Haydn

Schubert

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Which composer is associated with operas such as Magic Flute, Marriage of Figaro, and

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-associated-with-operas-such-as-magic-flute-marriage-
of-figaro-and?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-associated-with-operas-such-as-magic-flute-marriage-
of-figaro-and?pdf=1505

http://www.quizover.com/pdf/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-associated-with-operas-such-as-magic-flute-marriage-of-figaro-and?pdf=1505
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-composer-is-associated-with-operas-such-as-magic-flute-marriage-of-figaro-and?pdf=1505
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4.1.19. Which of today's composers is perhaps best known for his lieder (ar...

 

Which of today's composers is perhaps best known for his lieder (art songs)?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

mozart

schubert

haydn

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Which of today's composers is perhaps best known for his lieder (art songs)?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-of-today-s-composers-is-perhaps-best-known-for-his-lieder-art-
songs?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-of-today-s-composers-is-perhaps-best-known-for-his-lieder-art-
songs?pdf=1505
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4.1.20. The word continuo designates

 

The word continuo designates

 
Please choose only one answer: 

musical form

group of instruments playing the bass line

pause between musical movements

a wind instrument similar to a bagpipe

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford The word continuo designates

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-word-continuo-designates?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-the-word-continuo-designates?pdf=1505
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4.1.21. a trio-sonata is generally played by:

 

a trio-sonata is generally played by:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

3 musicians

4 musicians

1 musician playing three movements

3 musicians playing 1 movement

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford a trio-sonata is generally played by:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-a-trio-sonata-is-generally-played-by?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-a-trio-sonata-is-generally-played-by?pdf=1505
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4.1.22. in a transcription, the music is:

 

in a transcription, the music is:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

played in a different key

played by different instruments

published by another company

is played by someone of indeterminate gender

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford in a transcription, the music is:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-in-a-transcription-the-music-is?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-in-a-transcription-the-music-is?pdf=1505
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4.1.23. in jazz, the bass and drums players are:

 

in jazz, the bass and drums players are:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

playing mostly solos

nvver improvising

the equivalent of the continuo group in baroque music

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford in jazz, the bass and drums players are:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-in-jazz-the-bass-and-drums-players-are?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-in-jazz-the-bass-and-drums-players-are?pdf=1505
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4.1.24. "Naima" is"

 

"Naima" is"

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Coltrane's wife

perfume by Kenzo

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford "Naima" is"

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-quot-naima-quot-is-quot?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-quot-naima-quot-is-quot?pdf=1505
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4.1.25. Mr P.C. is

 

Mr P.C. is

 
Please choose only one answer: 

A computer repair shop

Paul Chambers, bassist who palyed with coltrane for many years

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Mr P.C. is

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-mr-p-c-is?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-mr-p-c-is?pdf=1505
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4.1.26. What famous German composer was a friend of Johann Pinsendel?

 

What famous German composer was a friend of Johann Pinsendel?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Brahms

Beethoven

Bandini

JS Bach

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford What famous German composer was a friend of Johann Pinsendel?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-famous-german-composer-was-a-friend-of-johann-
pinsendel?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-famous-german-composer-was-a-friend-of-johann-
pinsendel?pdf=1505
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4.1.27. What instrument was palyed by Albinoni, Leclair, and Pinsendel

 

What instrument was palyed by Albinoni, Leclair, and Pinsendel

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Violin

Lute

Shawm

Hurdy-gurdy

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford What instrument was palyed by Albinoni, Leclair, and Pinsendel

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-instrument-was-palyed-by-albinoni-leclair-and-pinsendel?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-instrument-was-palyed-by-albinoni-leclair-and-pinsendel?pdf=1505
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4.1.28. Larghetto means

 

Larghetto means

 
Please choose only one answer: 

a little fast

a little slow

small boat

little song

Eric's your best friend

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Larghetto means

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-larghetto-means?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-larghetto-means?pdf=1505
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4.1.29. All of the composers performed today composed during what musical era?

 

All of the composers performed today composed during what musical era?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Renaissance

Baroque

Classical

Romantic

20th Century

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford All of the composers performed today composed during what musical era?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-all-of-the-composers-performed-today-composed-during-what-musical-
era?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-all-of-the-composers-performed-today-composed-during-what-musical-
era?pdf=1505
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4.1.30. A parody always mocks the origonal

 

A parody always mocks the origonal

 
Please choose only one answer: 

true

false

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford A parody always mocks the origonal

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-a-parody-always-mocks-the-origonal?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-a-parody-always-mocks-the-origonal?pdf=1505
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4.1.31. Who wrote "Oklahoma" and "South Pacific"?

 

Who wrote "Oklahoma" and "South Pacific"?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Kern

Berlin

Gershwin

Rodgers

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Who wrote "Oklahoma" and "South Pacific"?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-who-wrote-quot-oklahoma-quot-and-quot-south-pacific-quot?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-who-wrote-quot-oklahoma-quot-and-quot-south-pacific-quot?pdf=1505
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4.1.32. Who said, "lesser artists borrow; great artists steal"?

 

Who said, "lesser artists borrow; great artists steal"?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Barak Obama

Albert Einstein

Jay-Z

Igor Stravinsky

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Who said, "lesser artists borrow; great artists steal"?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-who-said-quot-lesser-artists-borrow-great-artists-steal-quot?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-who-said-quot-lesser-artists-borrow-great-artists-steal-quot?pdf=1505
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4.1.33. Who also composed opera, a piano concerto, and orchestral works?

 

Who also composed opera, a piano concerto, and orchestral works?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

porter

berlin

gershwin

rodgers

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Who also composed opera, a piano concerto, and orchestral works?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-who-also-composed-opera-a-piano-concerto-and-orchestral-
works?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-who-also-composed-opera-a-piano-concerto-and-orchestral-
works?pdf=1505
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4.1.34. who besides porter wrote his own lyrics

 

who besides porter wrote his own lyrics

 
Please choose only one answer: 

kern

berlin

gershwin

rodgers

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford who besides porter wrote his own lyrics

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-who-besides-porter-wrote-his-own-lyrics?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-who-besides-porter-wrote-his-own-lyrics?pdf=1505
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4.1.35. David Torn is a:

 

David Torn is a:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Guitarist

composer

sound artist

all the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford David Torn is a:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-david-torn-is-a?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-david-torn-is-a?pdf=1505
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4.1.36. David Torn is a:

 

David Torn is a:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Guitarist

composer

sound artist

all the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford David Torn is a:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-david-torn-is-a6509899?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-david-torn-is-a6509899?pdf=1505
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4.1.37. AK is a group improv based on a blues lick that erupts into a heavy...

 

AK is a group improv based on a blues lick that erupts into a heavy metal riff

 
Please choose only one answer: 

true

false

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford AK is a group improv based on a blues lick that erupts into a heavy metal riff

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-ak-is-a-group-improv-based-on-a-blues-lick-that-erupts-into-a-heavy-
metal-riff?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-ak-is-a-group-improv-based-on-a-blues-lick-that-erupts-into-a-heavy-metal-
riff?pdf=1505
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4.1.38. They said: sinister resonance is a composition that uses:

 

They said: sinister resonance is a composition that uses:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

spoken words

computer sounds

pitch recognition triggering software

all the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford They said: sinister resonance is a composition that uses:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-they-said-sinister-resonance-is-a-composition-that-uses?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-they-said-sinister-resonance-is-a-composition-that-uses?pdf=1505
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4.1.39. Inspired by henry coweells music, mark engebretson set brian pamkin...

 

Inspired by henry coweells music, mark engebretson set brian pamkin's poem I, they and abu ghraib to msuic that

explores an acoustic instruments sonic possibilities

 
Please choose only one answer: 

true

false

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Inspired by henry coweells music, mark engebretson set brian pamkin's poem I, they and

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-inspired-by-henry-coweells-music-mark-engebretson-set-brian-pamkin-s-
poem-i-they-and?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-inspired-by-henry-coweells-music-mark-engebretson-set-brian-pamkin-s-
poem-i-they-and?pdf=1505
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4.1.40. dub trio is aprogressive rock band based in:

 

dub trio is aprogressive rock band based in:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

toyko

dublin

brooklyn

madison

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford dub trio is aprogressive rock band based in:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-dub-trio-is-aprogressive-rock-band-based-in?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-dub-trio-is-aprogressive-rock-band-based-in?pdf=1505
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4.1.41. put movements of schuberts piece in order from slowest to fastest:

 

put movements of schuberts piece in order from slowest to fastest:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

allegro-adante-allegretto

allegro-allegretto-adante

andante-allegretto-allegro

adante-allegro-allegretto

allegretto-adante-allegro

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford put movements of schuberts piece in order from slowest to fastest:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-put-movements-of-schuberts-piece-in-order-from-slowest-to-
fastest?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-put-movements-of-schuberts-piece-in-order-from-slowest-to-
fastest?pdf=1505
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4.1.42. austrian composer composed more than 600 works including lieder sym...

 

austrian composer composed more than 600 works including lieder sympohonies solo piano works choral works

and chamber music

 
Please choose only one answer: 

schubert

chopin

brahms

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford austrian composer composed more than 600 works including lieder sympohonies  solo pian

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-composed-more-than-600-works-including-lieder-
sympohonies-solo-pian?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-austrian-composer-composed-more-than-600-works-including-lieder-
sympohonies-solo-pian?pdf=1505
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4.1.43. german romantic composer whose work includes four symphonies, two p...

 

german romantic composer whose work includes four symphonies, two piano concerti, a voilin concert,

choral/vocal works, chamber music and German Requiem:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Schubert

Chopin

Brahms

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford german romantic composer whose work includes four symphonies, two piano concerti, a vo

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-german-romantic-composer-whose-work-includes-four-symphonies-two-
piano-concerti-a-vo?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-german-romantic-composer-whose-work-includes-four-symphonies-two-
piano-concerti-a-vo?pdf=1505
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4.1.44. polish composer known for piano including concerti, fantasies, etud...

 

polish composer known for piano including concerti, fantasies, etudes, waltzes and mazurkas is:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

schubert

chopin

brahms

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford polish composer known for piano including concerti, fantasies, etudes, waltzes and maz

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-polish-composer-known-for-piano-including-concerti-fantasies-etudes-
waltzes-and-maz?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-polish-composer-known-for-piano-including-concerti-fantasies-etudes-
waltzes-and-maz?pdf=1505
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4.1.45. schubert chopin brahms all composed during teh romantic era

 

schubert chopin brahms all composed during teh romantic era

 
Please choose only one answer: 

true

false

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford schubert chopin brahms all composed during teh romantic era

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-schubert-chopin-brahms-all-composed-during-teh-romantic-era?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-schubert-chopin-brahms-all-composed-during-teh-romantic-era?pdf=1505
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4.1.46. Jean sibelius is know for his

 

Jean sibelius is know for his

 
Please choose only one answer: 

songs for voice and piano

chamber music

orchestra music

solo piano music

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Jean sibelius is know for his

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-jean-sibelius-is-know-for-his?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-jean-sibelius-is-know-for-his?pdf=1505
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4.1.47. paul hindemith emphasizes which intervals in his melodic and harmon...

 

paul hindemith emphasizes which intervals in his melodic and harmonic writing

 
Please choose only one answer: 

thirds

fourths and fifths

seconds and sevenths

no particular interval

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford paul hindemith emphasizes which intervals in his melodic and harmonic writing

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-paul-hindemith-emphasizes-which-intervals-in-his-melodic-and-harmonic-
writing?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-paul-hindemith-emphasizes-which-intervals-in-his-melodic-and-harmonic-
writing?pdf=1505
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4.1.48. the nationality of cmoposer, conductor and teacher zygmunt noskowsk...

 

the nationality of cmoposer, conductor and teacher zygmunt noskowski was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

polish

russian

czech

hungarian

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford the nationality of cmoposer, conductor and teacher zygmunt noskowski was

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-nationality-of-cmoposer-conductor-and-teacher-zygmunt-noskowski-
was?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-the-nationality-of-cmoposer-conductor-and-teacher-zygmunt-noskowski-
was?pdf=1505
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4.1.49. two-name composer listing "anton Rubinstein-Henryk Wieniawski" indi...

 

two-name composer listing "anton Rubinstein-Henryk Wieniawski" indiicates that:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

one or the other person wrote the work but no one knows which one

the two jointly composed the work

first person worte the work and the second arranged it in this version

the second person finished the work after the first died before completing it

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford two-name composer listing "anton Rubinstein-Henryk Wieniawski" indiicates that:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-two-name-composer-listing-quot-anton-rubinstein-henryk-wieniawski-quot-
indiicates-that?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-two-name-composer-listing-quot-anton-rubinstein-henryk-wieniawski-quot-
indiicates-that?pdf=1505
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4.1.50. Grazyna Bacewicz was not only a polish composer, but she was also:

 

Grazyna Bacewicz was not only a polish composer, but she was also:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

convert violinist, international competition judge and composition teacher.

excellent pianist, recorded music in solo capacity

a wife mother and author

all of the above

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Grazyna Bacewicz was not only a polish composer, but she was also:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-grazyna-bacewicz-was-not-only-a-polish-composer-but-she-was-
also?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-grazyna-bacewicz-was-not-only-a-polish-composer-but-she-was-
also?pdf=1505
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4.1.51. What is the nationality of Carl Nielsen

 

What is the nationality of Carl Nielsen

 
Please choose only one answer: 

USA

France

Germany

Denmark

italy

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford What is the nationality of Carl Nielsen

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-what-is-the-nationality-of-carl-nielsen?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-what-is-the-nationality-of-carl-nielsen?pdf=1505
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4.1.52. english horn is most closely related to what other woodwind instrument

 

english horn is most closely related to what other woodwind instrument

 
Please choose only one answer: 

flute

oboe

clarinet

basoon

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford english horn is most closely related to what other woodwind instrument

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-english-horn-is-most-closely-related-to-what-other-woodwind-
instrument?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-english-horn-is-most-closely-related-to-what-other-woodwind-
instrument?pdf=1505
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4.1.53. which member of this quintet plays a single reed?

 

which member of this quintet plays a single reed?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

flute

oboe

clarinet

basooon

horn

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford which member of this quintet plays a single reed?

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-member-of-this-quintet-plays-a-single-reed?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-member-of-this-quintet-plays-a-single-reed?pdf=1505
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4.1.54. the woodwind quintet was orginally formed by combining the principa...

 

the woodwind quintet was orginally formed by combining the principal wind players in teh classical orchestra

 
Please choose only one answer: 

true

false

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford the woodwind quintet was orginally formed by combining the principal wind players in t

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-woodwind-quintet-was-orginally-formed-by-combining-the-principal-
wind-players-in-t?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-the-woodwind-quintet-was-orginally-formed-by-combining-the-principal-
wind-players-in-t?pdf=1505
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4.1.55. which instrument in this quintet is a brass instrument and produces...

 

which instrument in this quintet is a brass instrument and produces its tone by buzzing lips into the mouthpiece?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

flute

oboe

clarinet

bassoon

horn

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford which instrument in this quintet is a brass instrument and produces its tone by buzzin

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-which-instrument-in-this-quintet-is-a-brass-instrument-and-produces-its-
tone-by-buzzin?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-which-instrument-in-this-quintet-is-a-brass-instrument-and-produces-its-
tone-by-buzzin?pdf=1505
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4.1.56. Joey Calderazzo's "midnight voyae" is a solo feature for which two ...

 

Joey Calderazzo's "midnight voyae" is a solo feature for which two isntruments:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2 trombones

trombone and drums

two trumpets

piano and tenor sax

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Joey Calderazzo's "midnight voyae" is a solo feature for which two isntruments:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-joey-calderazzo-s-quot-midnight-voyae-quot-is-a-solo-feature-for-which-
two-isntruments?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-joey-calderazzo-s-quot-midnight-voyae-quot-is-a-solo-feature-for-which-two-
isntruments?pdf=1505
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4.1.57. dave holland orgginally composed "shadow dance for"

 

dave holland orgginally composed "shadow dance for"

 
Please choose only one answer: 

his quintet

Dave Mathews

solo tuba

movie soundtrack

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford dave holland orgginally composed "shadow dance for"

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-dave-holland-orgginally-composed-quot-shadow-dance-for-quot?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.58. title of Jerry Dodgion's composition "Butter" referes to:

 

title of Jerry Dodgion's composition "Butter" referes to:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

dairy industry in jerry's home state

nickname of trombonist Quentin Jackson, to whom the piece is dedicated

churning style of playing with brushes on the snare drum

practical joke by band

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford title of Jerry Dodgion's composition "Butter" referes to:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-title-of-jerry-dodgion-s-composition-quot-butter-quot-referes-to?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.59. Rthymic style of "minor league" is:

 

Rthymic style of "minor league" is:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

uptempo swing

afro-cuban mambo

ballad

jazz waltz

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Rthymic style of "minor league" is:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-rthymic-style-of-quot-minor-league-quot-is?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.60. Dave Hollands "what goes around" can be difficult to dance to beacuse

 

Dave Hollands "what goes around" can be difficult to dance to beacuse

 
Please choose only one answer: 

its a quiet piece

it is the last piece of the performance so the band is tired and makes mistakes

it is in minor key

each bar of music has eleven beats in it

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Dave Hollands "what goes around" can be difficult to dance to beacuse

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-dave-hollands-quot-what-goes-around-quot-can-be-difficult-to-dance-to-
beacuse?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-dave-hollands-quot-what-goes-around-quot-can-be-difficult-to-dance-to-
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4.1.61. The scene from "le nozze di figaro" takes place in

 

The scene from "le nozze di figaro" takes place in

 
Please choose only one answer: 

susanna's bedroom

cherubino's bedroom

the countess' bedroom

library

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford The scene from "le nozze di figaro" takes place in

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-scene-from-quot-le-nozze-di-figaro-quot-takes-place-in?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.62. susanna and the countess are dressing cherubino like a girl so that:

 

susanna and the countess are dressing cherubino like a girl so that:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

they can trap the count

they can stage a play

he can sneak out of the country

he can be a bridesmaid at susannas wedding

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford susanna and the countess are dressing cherubino like a girl so that:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-susanna-and-the-countess-are-dressing-cherubino-like-a-girl-so-
that?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/eric-crawford-susanna-and-the-countess-are-dressing-cherubino-like-a-girl-so-
that?pdf=1505
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4.1.63. Marzelline no longer wants to marry Jaquino because:

 

Marzelline no longer wants to marry Jaquino because:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

she has fallen in love with fidelio

she has decided to become a nun

Jaquino has joined a gang

her father has forbidden her to marry

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Marzelline no longer wants to marry Jaquino because:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-marzelline-no-longer-wants-to-marry-jaquino-because?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.64. the Barber of Seville premiered in which year

 

the Barber of Seville premiered in which year

 
Please choose only one answer: 

582 bc

1816

1988

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford the Barber of Seville premiered in which year

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-the-barber-of-seville-premiered-in-which-year?pdf=1505
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4.1.65. Count Almaviva disguises himself as a poor student named:

 

Count Almaviva disguises himself as a poor student named:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Lindoro

Corleone

Benny

 
 

Author: Eric Crawford

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Eric Crawford Count Almaviva disguises himself as a poor student named:

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/eric-crawford-count-almaviva-disguises-himself-as-a-poor-student-named?pdf=1505
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